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to unreasonable demands. A child, as well as an adult, is
justified in resisting unnecessary or constant interference.
If he is abruptly interrupted when intent upon some project
of his own, he is justified in resenting such interference by
saying "I won't" or "No, No, No." Sometimes a child
responds in a negative way to a person he doesn't like. He
refuses to do anything such a person asks. Even praise from
the disliked individual is rejected. Sometimes a child's
refusal to act is a justifiable defense against demands that
are beyond his power.
Combating Negativism. — Margaret McMillan, an Eng-
lish nursery school worker,20 described a typical case of
negativism which she frequently meets:
The two-year-old comes into our open-air nursery school a very
unhappy little person. Pale, white, rickety. . . . His first idea is
that he is not going to be coerced. "No! No! No!" cries a little
voice. "No bath!" "No dinner!" "No clean pinafore!" Above
all, "No sleep!" A hundred times I have found one panacea for
this wild and multiple revolt. It is acquiescence, consent. ... It
is not coaxing he wants. . . . This sense restored, it is wonderful to
see how quickly an attitude of calm and power to note or observe*
follow. ...
Miss McMillan puts the child into
an open-air shelter, whence he looks out over a little fence which he
could bestride, on a moving, changing world. . . . Soon, it may be
a week or only a day, he stops crying altogether and turns his atten-
tion to other things.
Then he is attracted gradually to the other children and
their activities, and makes some movement to join them.
His attempts to join are met, of course, with welcoming
smiles.
For individual children at home as well as for nursery
school children the most effective treatment of negativism is
indicated by its causation. Guidance consists indirectly of
avoiding unreasonable demands on the child and abrupt,
unnecessary interference with his activities, and directly of
20 Margaret McMillan, "The Nursery School in Organic Education/*
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